Natural logon technology
that has that “get it” factor.

Random Character Authentication - Easy as ABC

A 1.5FA and 2FA token
so simple it’s childs play
PINphrase is a fresh authentication approach which ought to provoke
a ‘ah-ha!’ moment when you see it. Why? Because it’s something
users will instantly be able to use.
How it works

Ease of security

The server stores information about you, like a
mother’s maiden name, a memorable place or
date, your favourite sports team, or (why not?)
your own unique word.

A key part of the security functionality here
is that nobody else can work out your answers
by observing or capturing you logging in,
as the entire answer is never entered all at
once. With PINphrase, a user doesn’t need
to remember anything new; the system uses
information that the user already knows
and is not likely to forget – which means
less account unlocks and resets.

When you next try to log on, the system will
prompt you not for the whole place name
or piece of information you stored, but only
random letters from one or more random
answers. Say you’d stored the phrase
“Samantha” as your first cat’s name.
The PINphrase way of asking you to
logon might be:

“Please enter the 1st, 4th, 5th and 2nd
last characters of your cat’s name.”
...to which your answer is ”sanh”. You may
have already seen something similar on a few
modern Internet banking web sites.
The questions can be displayed on either a
web logon page in your browser for 1.5 factor
authentication, or on a mobile phone by means
of email or SMS for full 2 factor.

Features and highlights
•

NO hardware tokens!

•

Securely logon on to Windows
Desktops while in or out of the office

•

Highly competitive pricing especially compared to
hardware solutions

•

Emergency Override Access

•

Secure access to internal &
Cloud-based applications

•

1.5 and 2 factor authentication

•

Real-Time or Pre-Send token
delivery via SMS or email

•

SMS flash and message
overwrite functionality

•

Active Directory or LDAP database
storage (no schema extensions)

•

RADIUS & Web Services interface
for universal integration

•

Rapid user provisioning
(thousands in an hour)

•

Web-based Operator portal for
IT Helpdesk day-to-day operations

•

Self service password reset

•

FIPS 198 & 180-3 compliant
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Random Character Authentication - Easy as ABC

Nothing new to remember
authentication
PINphrase fuses ‘something you have’ and ‘something you know’ rendering them inseparable
which exponentially increases logon security by preventing reverse engineering
.
Traditional 2 Factor vs.
PINphrase 2 Factor

Traditional 2 factor authentication is based
on ‘something you have’ (a token) and
‘something you know’ (a PIN or password)
which is supposed to help identify a user.
The issue with traditional systems is that the
‘something you have’ can be used by anybody
who has it, not just its intended owner, and
the ‘something you know’ (like a 4 digit PIN)
can easily be stolen when you type it in (think
‘keystroke logger’).
What’s great about PINphrase is that the
‘something you have’ (the question and
random characters) can only be used by you
and is of no use to anybody else even if they
got hold of it. The ‘something you know’ (the
answer) is never divulged in full and remains
private during the logon process.

Security = Simplicity
Although the system appears overly
simple, the level of security should not be
underestimated.

When a user is first setup they are provided
with a codeword which they can use for their
initial logon. At server side, the security team
can create a pool of questions, specify a
minimum number that a user must
provide answers for and also how many
characters must be entered during a logon.
To generate a logon phrase the system will
“randomly” choose one or more questions
which the user has provided answers for,
and also select letters from those answers.
The algorithm which chooses the answers
and letters is a patent-pending extension
of OATH technology.

After the first logon the user will be asked
to provide answers to some of the generic
questions setup by the administrator and may
even wish to remove the codeword altogether.
Obviously it is not important for the users to
answer the questions correctly or truthfully,
just so long as they recall the answer they
supplied when they need to logon. Since
these answers are not passwords, they do
not have to be alpha-numeric, mixed case or
have a punctuation mark in it which means
there is a very good chance that a user will

The power of Authlogics
PINphrase is one of the core components of
the Authlogics product suite, an enterprise
ready multi-factor authentication and
management platform designed to easily fit
into existing Active Directory environments,
or as a standalone solution.
Authlogics has been designed to integrate
with many systems from remote

access solutions to application specific
requirements via standard interfaces such
as RADIUS and Web Services. It is quick to
deploy, easy to maintain and manage with
tools such as web based user self-service
and helpdesk operation portals. Authlogics
also includes Windows Desktop Logon
functionality to allow for online and offline
access to Windows PCs.

not forget their answers.

De facto Standards
Combining standards based OATH and de
facto authentication methods for their ease
of use and familiarity results in a hybrid
approach that provides strong security
and retains ease of use and low cost of
ownership. PINphrase is proving to be the
answer to many organisation’s security
concerns and suit many usage scenarios.

Works with:
• PINgrid
• PINpass
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